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Darknet Diaries | How “dawgyg” Made Over

$100,000 in a Single Day, From Hacking

April 13, 2020
by SentinelOne 

This is a story about a hacker named “dawgyg” (aka Tommy de Vos) and how he made over $100,000 in a single day: from hacking. Tommy

also became one of the �rst six people on bug bounty platform HackerOne to make a million dollars. Listen to Tommy de Vos tell his story to

Jack Reciter.

This episode is sponsored by SentinelOne. To learn more about our endpoint security solutions and get a 30-day free trial, visit

sentinelone.com/darknetdiaries

Enjoy!

Like this article? Follow us on LinkedIn, Twitter, YouTube or Facebook to see the content we post.
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powered by Sonix—easily convert your audio to text with Sonix.

Darknet Diaries | 60: dawgyg | How “dawgyg” made over $100,000 in a single day, from hacking was automatically transcribed by Sonix with the latest audio-

to-text algorithms. This transcript may contain errors. Sonix is the best audio automated transcription service in 2020. Our automated transcription

algorithms works with many of the popular audio �le formats.

A quick warning right here at the beginning, this episode does contain some swear words and some bad language, if that’s an issue for you. Well, maybe skip

this one.

Hey, it’s Jack. Host of the show. One of the reasons I like making this show is to smash the stereotype of what a hacker looks like. Today’s guest de�nitely

does that.

I don’t know. I’m trying to see. Understand. Get a picture of your vibe here. You’re almost like you almost look like Eminem a little. Not quite. But, you know.

Yeah. Yeah. What do you call what would you characterize yourself?

Well, I actually used to take a lot of pride in the fact that I don’t work like the average hacker. I guess what you what most people would say I was was. Do

you remember the term wigger? W. H.I.G. are white guys that dressed like black guys. Listen to rap music and stuff like that. My �rst time in prison. And up

until that point, I guess that’s technically what most people would seem. Yes, like I wear baggy clothes, sagging pants, backwards hat and everything like

that. I got tattooed pain as well from a roll song on the back of my head. I got the laugh now cry later faces.
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Transcript

A quick warning right here at the beginning, this episode does contain some swear words and some bad language, if that's an issue for
you. Well, maybe skip this one.

00:00:00

Hey, it's Jack. Host of the show. One of the reasons I like making this show is to smash the stereotype of what a hacker looks like.
Today's guest de�nitely does that.

00:00:14

I don't know. I'm trying to see. Understand. Get a picture of your vibe here. You're almost like you almost look like Eminem a little. Not
quite. But, you know. Yeah. Yeah. What do you call what would you characterize yourself?

00:00:24

Well, I actually used to take a lot of pride in the fact that I don't work like the average hacker. I guess what you what most people would
say I was was. Do you remember the term wigger? W. H.I.G. are white guys that dressed like black guys. Listen to rap music and stuff
like that. My �rst time in prison. And up until that point, I guess that's technically what most people would seem. Yes, like I wear baggy
clothes, sagging pants, backwards hat and everything like that. I got tattooed pain as well from a roll song on the back of my head. I got
the laugh now cry later faces.

00:00:37
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